LITERACY

MAIN DRIVER (Geography)
 Understand our place within nature and
the environment, including our place in
it.
 Local geography study, including human
geography, physical geography, land use
and changes over time.
 Comparing local geography with
geographical features of a South
American Country.

NUMERACY (Geometry Focus)






Identify 3D shapes
Measure, estimate, compare and draw
angles in degrees
Finding missing lengths and angles in
rectangles
Distinguish between regular and
irregular polygons
Reflect and translate shapes

NUMERACY (General)



Revisit and consolidate prior learning
Develop confidence and strengthen skills
manipulating numbers

WOW/
IMMERSION
Outdoor survival
Den + Shelter
Building
Outdoor cooking

Write a poem
about a physical
geographical
feature










NOVEL STUDY

MAIN OUTCOME

Learn a wider range of poetry by
Primary Focus:
heart
Running Wild
Write poetry following structures and
by Michael Morpurgo
themes
Secondary Focus:
The Jungle Book
Planning and writing narrative fiction
by
Rudyard Kipling
writing to suit audience, purpose and
Poetry
Focus:
consider how authors develop settings.
This is Indeed India
Re-read and edit own writing to create
by Mark Twain
further drafts and improve our writing.
Critique the writing of others and
Write
suggest improvements
instructional
Discuss books and stories we have read.
guides to
In non-fiction use organisational and
support survival
presentational devices to clarify and
enhance meaning
SPaG
Write an
alternative
 Use a wider range of
chapter for
prefix and suffixes
“Running Wild”
 Use and understand
Research
countries from
around the world
using ICT and
traditional
methods

SCIENCE (Biology Focus)
 Compare the life cycles in
animals, including the
differences in mammals,
amphibians, insects and
birds.
 Describe the differing
process of reproduction in
plants.

HISTORY
 Empire building and conflicts
with natives and aboriginals.
 How natives and aboriginal
peoples lived alongside
nature.




modal verbs
Use a wider range of
punctuation
Use a range of
techniques to support
description
CREATIVE






Animal artwork
creating artwork with
different techniques
and in differing styles.
Artist study – Andy
Goldsworthy.
Work with moulds to
create Plaster of Paris
sculptures

Create and publish a class
Anthology of Poetry
Write and film a video series
focused on wilderness
survival.

PSHE and RE




Understand the
community around
us
How our actions
may affect the
emotions of others
Develop a sense of
belonging
PE




Develop bat and ball
skills through cricket
and rounders.
Develop team skills
through a range of
team sports.
COMPUTING
 Develop typing skills
through literacybased work.
 Use search engines to
research effectively
and recognise
incorrect information
 Stay safe on the
internet and other
online platforms.

